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In this article I shall try to define some characteristic features of real science (i.e. 
fundamental or basic research), as compared to science aimed at applied research and 
technical development. The confusion of these activities can corrupt fundamental sci
ence, especially in small and not rich countries, like the member states of the Dubna's 
Joint Insti tute 2 . Being a Hungarian and an experimental particle physicist, I apologize 
but I often take examples from the Hungarian scientific life and from particle physics 
to illustrate a point. 

1. W H A T IS S C I E N C E A N D W H A T IS N O T ? 

In recent decades the use of the word "science" — at least as employed for natural 
sciences - has seemed to undergo a change in many countries. We are witnessing a 
paradoxical phenomenon: on the one hand, the nimbus, the soc :al prestige and, above 
all, the support for science is unfortunately decreasing, partly because of the recession, 
though I think that this is not the only reason; on the other hand, science has still 
maintained sufficient prestige for people to tend to use the attribute "scientific" in 
cases which — in my opinion — do not fall within the scope of science and they seek 
postgraduate degrees awarded to scientists even if they have never been engaged in 
scientific research in its strict sense. The blurring of the concept of science and that 
of scientific activity is not without its dangers and to clarify the issue, the best thing 
would be to at tempt a precise definition of the concept of science. This, however, is 
far from easy without mentioning that a precise definition would probably render our 
notion of science too rigid. Nevertheless, we cannot avoid saying something about the 
scope of science. 

"Science" means partly a certain kind of knowledge, partly an activity which leads 
to this knowledge. The aim of science, as an activity, is to explore the phenomena of 
nature (including social phenomena) and to establish laws by which these phenomena 
are governed. This definition seems to be rather trivial and too wide — though it is not. 
In fact, if we accept the above definition, then technological development, for instance, 
is not included in the domain of science. This statement may provoke in some readers 
a controversial feeling seeing that I emphasize that efforts devoted directly to develop
ing a higher technical level and to increasing the efficiency of activities important in 
the economy of a country, indeed determining the living standards in the country, are 
actually not always scientific. 
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I sincerely hope that this article will convince the reader that the above statement 
is not intended to be snobbish, elitist; it does not reflect a value judgment, it does not 
underrate technical development or the application of scientific results. When empha
sizing the pioneering role of science, I do not for a moment think that this would in 
any way mean belittling technological development. Development is the other side of 
the same thing: another part of the same process which mankind as a whole has to 
appreciate in his own best interests. In fact, we can speak about a scientific-tcchnieal-
lee.hnological helix of development. Science must not be played off againsl applied 
research, against technical development. These processes mutually affect each oilier 
and mutually cross-fertilize each other. Particular (usually, multidimensional) links in 
the innovation helix promote the advancement of our common cause. The boundaries 
of science, application, technical-technological development and of adaptation are not 
clearly defined so delimitation is difficult (moreover there are transient regions) even 
so, 1 consider the clarification of these concepts to be of fundamental importance. This 
is not simply, indeed, definitely not a question of terminology: any confusion of con
cepts lias serious practical consequences at the expense of science. 

It is not only science which must not be played off against applied research, against 
technical development but, conversely, neither of the latter againsl science. Yet the 
mixing up of concepts can lead to this. For instance, technical development and even 
adaptation are often mistaken for science by the press, in official speeches a more 
or less harmless event but also in budget estimates and funding, and mistakes here 
are far from harmless. Confusion of science, applied research and development entails 
the risk that when budgeting for the expenditure for scientific research, we can delude 
ourselves with the idea that we have offered a sacrifice at the altar of "science" and 
contributed from the given society's resources to the development of science. Actu
ally only a small amount of the money destined for so-called "science" is allocated to 
investigalions which are, in fact, genuine scientific research while minimum ten times 
more goes to activities very important and useful to society but which are not. scientific. 
This may distort the clear view of political, governmental, and financing organizations 
and of public opinion. It is possible that even if they could distinctly distinguish the 
concept of science from that of development, no more crumbs would be available to 
feed science. If this were so, then it would be a definite policy but because of the 
confusion of concepts at present it is not. 

A. The most important misunderstanding concerning science is that practical im
portance is taken for its criterion. Science is important but its main characteristic is 
not practical importance. The efficiency of the baking of bread and the improvement 
of its quality are sure to be more important for the well-being of people and in the 
everyday life of our population than, for instance, the discovery of a new comet, the 
detection of a new elementary particle or the elaboration of a common unified theory on 
the interactions prevailing in nature or the arsenal ot mathematics to lake examples 
from fields with which I am professionally familiar. Thus, the importance and merit of 
an activity is not diminished by the fact of not being scientific - of course, I do not 
think of efforts which are anti-science or pseudo-science. It is not the importance lent 
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by the present day's (or tomorrow's) demands of a society which determines science 
and that whicli can be called scientific achievement, scientific activity. 

B . .Nowadays creativity has become a fashionable concept, the creative man has 
become an ideal. In fact, what man and mankind can truly be proud of is human 
creativity. Science cannot exist without creative minds. Creativity is one of the de-
Urminiug, promoting forces of science. (Of course, the battalion engaged in science 
is large, and obviously within its ranks there are those with greater and those devoid 
of talent or only fairly creative investigators; this remark — as in the whole article — 
does not refer to particular protagonists of science but to science as a whole). On the 
other hand, the concept of creativity cannot be restricted to scientists and to scientific 
life. We all see in our everyday life how many people have creative minds but do not 
work in the field of science. Creativity is not a privilege of science, it is a necessary 
but not a sufficient prerequisite of scientific research, it is not this that makes science 
science. (The cook who invents a tasty new dish is obviously in some sense creative — 
yet he cannot be considered to be a scientist). 

C. Scientific research is par excellence an intellectual activity of high degree — still 
it can be said again that intellectual activity is carried on by a larger (and ever larger) 
stratum of people, including the average working man, all working deliberately, cre
atively to improve what they do. Science requires a high degree of intellectual activity 
but not every intellectual activity of high degree is scientific. 

D . Another general misunderstanding is to put the sign of equality between science 
and research, scientist and researcher, even between scientific research and R&D (re
search and development). It can be a researcher who applies laws already explored and 
established by others; research work can be carried on not only in natural and social 
sciences but it can and must go on in lines of production. However, research (develop
ment even less and least of all adaptation) is not identical with scientific creative work: 
it has a wider meaning. 

That which can more accurately and more specifically be called science and which 
historically went under this name, is nowadays often called basic or fundamental 
research 3. (Incidentally, 1 may mention now that basic research is often called the
oretical research. Actually, both basic and applied research may include theoretical 
and/or experimental work. The former utilizes mainly the apparatus and means of 
mathematics and compromises calculations. The latter includes the designing, build
ing and use of up-to-date measuring equipment. Basic and theoretical research are not 
identical concepts). 

Let us say something about the character of basic researchers. The scientist's job is 
to seek for a better understanding of the world. In this activity the scientist is usually 
not stimulated — though there are exceptions — by the hope of any practical use-

3Particle physics is fundamental research, but by no means the only one (e.g. mathematics, astro
physics, biology, partly space research, etc.). 
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fulness, by any idea aiming at the solution to a practical problem. Neveitheless, this 
activity, as proven by the whole history of mankind and science to date, is indispens
able to humanity. The technical achievements of today, the civilization by which a lot. 
of man has so much improved are the consequence, the "by-product" of this endeavor 
without any concrete purpose, guided apparently only by a proper inquisitive curios
ity. 1 hope I may be forgiven for referring to a well-known anecdote: When Faraday 
was being asked what is the use of studying the behavior of magnets and coils, he is 
said to have replied, "What is the use of a new-born infant?". Today we know (hat 
Faraday's "new-born infant'' has radically changed civilization, virtually everybody en
joys its blessed consequences. Basic research is comparable to the goose laying golden 
eggs but laying them capriciously. Unfortunately that is her nature. We must take 
care not to kill her by hastening the laying process. .Science is a wedge forging ahead: 
revolutionary new techniques are born due to the not always immediate results 
of basic research. In most cases science exerts an attractive force, pulling techniques 
and practical achievements in its wake — though there are counter-examples. Basic 
research has no definite "end- product"; Us end-product is new knowledge. 

Basic research is often taken to task for dealing with phenomena and problems 
which do not concern our everyday life and surroundings. Yet, what is everyday life 
and the surroundings? These are concepts which undergo a continuous change in his
tory. Once man was not aware of metals in his environment, they were not known and 
used. Mankind lived several thousand years without knowing about electricity, it did 
not belong to his environment. Today it would be difficult to imagine our life without 
electric light, radio, telephone, television, etc. Nowadays these things are part and 
parcel of our everyday life. 

All this manifested itself dramatically in nuclear physics. The existence even the 
concept of the atomic nucleus has relatively not so long been known. Since its discovery 
(by basic researchers) and later use, it has radically changed our life. We all benefit 
from the blessings of nuclear energy and we all fear the possible use of nuclear weapons. 
Nuclear physics has decisively determined the whole future of mankind: man's exis
tence or his demise. Thus our environment is not only explored by basic research but 
it also creates a new induced environment which can play a principal role in our life. 

How should we know whether or not the abstract problems in which scientists are 
now interested and which do not concern our everyday life and environment will be of 
fundamental importance from the point of view of our descendants? Basic research is 
the basis of modern society. Thus it well deserves to be supported by mankind - - even 
at the price of financial sacrifices. 

If somebody is engaged in basic research and questioned about the nature of the 
expected practical result and about when the result is to be expected, an honest, 
straightforward scientist can only reply: "I have no idea". And we must be content 
with this reply. Today it might seem an absurdity but, knowing history, it cannot 
be excluded that, for instance, the healing of cancer, will not be achieved by usual 
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therapeutical methods, not. only the knowledge of biology and medicine will help, but 
a "by-product" of results obtaitied in some far off branch of science. 

2. A P P L I E D R E S E A R C H 

Applied research is a compound link between science and technical development. 
Applied research does not aim at establishing new laws but utilizes those already known 
in I he same or in another discipline enriching thereby the latter; often it is a tool, a 
method of the actual basic activity. While the basic researcher is guided by a. single 
aim. namely, the exploration of nature, the investigator engaged in applied research 
ha.4 a different type of mentality. Knowing already established laws, this type of re
searcher would like to achieve something more practical, something closer to everyday 
life, or something to promote further basic, research work. Utilizing acquired knowl
edge in applied research the scientist forms our environme"t. and tries to find a remedy 
for today's (rather for tomorrow's) worries. The boundary between basic and applied 
research cannot, always be drawn unequivocally; the more so since in industry and in 
different Central Hureaus of Statistics that which the basic researcher calls applied 
research is often taken for basic research and vice-versa. 

The two kinds of approaches, the different ways of thinking of the two types of 
researcher are well characterized by the somewhat caricatured view on a conjectural 
physical process. According to the point of view of applied research, the scientist says 
''If I know how the conjectured process functions, it is important, but possibly not 
decisive to know why". In contrast, the basic researcher says: "It is unfortunate that 
the conjectured process does not function, but. it is more important to know why not". 
Applied research is not of less value or less importance than basic research. It is only 
different. 

It often happens in applied research that during investigation the investigated phe
nomenon actually becomes a tool which, in turn, lends itself to the study of a new 
problems. On the other hand, applications thought to be routine may often raise 
problems which basic, research has to elucidate. There is a continuous interaction, a 
mutual feedback between applied and basic research. The difference between them is 
that one is closer to technical problems at a given level of development, the other more 
remote. Development itself is a continuous process and is effected by possibilities and 
requirements of society. 

Hasic research is frequently rated higher than applied research, and is thought to 
be more elegant, in reality, there is no "higher grade" or "lower grade" research in 
this sense, there is only "successful" or "unsuccessful" research but their classification 
does not depend en the basic or applied nature of the research. Possibly, immediate 
public usefulness is an important and very laudable purpose of applied research and 
even more so of technical development, but not necessarily a motivation of science. 
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3. T E C H N I C A L D E V E L O P M E N T A N D A D A P T A T I O N 

We all are witnesses and contemporaries of worldwide boom of a long complicated 
process known as innovation. The process of innovation is initiated by basic science 
aiming at gaining an insight into and at revealing new laws of nature, its new, not 
yet known phenomena. It is continued by the application of scientific results to other 
fields of science or to technology. This is followed by technical development, adap
tation which brings about marketing, production, sales, etc. The common feature of 
the period starting with basic science and finishing with technical development and 
adaptation is research activity. 

The activity of people engaged in technical development such as engineers, tech
nicians and other specialists is an absolute necessity for the whole of society. The 
work of engineers and, generally, efforts for technical development cannot sufficiently 
be appreciated nor overrated. This is not only objectively true but also reflects my 
subjective opinion. As an experimenter, I have, throughout my career, intensely been 
aware of the importance and indispensability of the work of engineers and technicians 
since there is no experiment which does not require various technical facilities and, of 
late, increasingly sophisticated complex equipment. The design, the construction, and 
the maintenance of such equipment is the job of engineers and technicians. This means 
ongoing, creative work. Problems arise, problems have to be clearly interpreted, and 
they have to be solved. Solutions require here, just as well as in science, creativity and 
inventiveness. Technical specialists are collaborators of experimenters and are equal in 
rank. Nevertheless, we have to see the difference between the two activities from the 
viewpoint of society and from the subjective standpoint of the individual. This can be 
felt if one realizes that, for instance, there are not many common traits in the aims 
of the efforts, the interest, the mentality and in the special knowledge of a physicist 
interested in the theory of quantum-electrodynamics and of an engineer employed by 
a company producing electric motors — though eventually it can be realized that they 
are battling for the same cause — but at two different fronts. 

It is noteworthy that technique and technology generally do not apply the most ad
vanced scientific results, do not utilize the most recent new ideas and basic discoveries. 
It. is a long way for Galvanic frogs' legs to become flashlights, to get from Faraday's and 
Hertz's discoveries to electric light, telephone, radio and for scientific cognition to be 
converted to "loose cash" by Edison, Bells, and Popov-Marconis. There are exceptions 
(they really are exceptions): the nuclear reactor and nuclear bomb are phenomena 
of basic physics which were developed relatively quickly, in about six years after the 
discovery of nuclear fission. Such an exception is also radar. (These exceptions are 
fully explainable by the contemporaneous war). Other, more fortunate, exceptions are 
X-rays and penicillin. 

Science only prepares the soil for future, later technical development. This devel
opment comes about with varying degrees of delay (according to current experience, 
in many cases some 15-20 years) after which the abstract results of science are imple
mented in a product or procedure for practical use. This delay is showing a tendency 
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Io become shorter. There are some topics of basic science whose applications are not 
seen yet although they exist for o0-70 years. 

Uasii research (and in this respect particle physics isn't an exception, on the con
trary) has also a kind of immediate effect on technical development. It is a fact that 
measurements and t.rp<rimi nts in basic nscarch require sit при which arc just the upper 
limit of [or abort) cunint ticluneal possibilities. These requirements act as a strong 
*limiilinil. In giant accelerators a specially high vacuum has to be produced in am 
immense volume. In industrial practice- no similar problem had to be faced in ear
lier limes. The building of accelerators incited industry to the development of high 
grade vacuum techniques. For instance, computerization started in particle physics 
and nowadays involves not only other branches of sciences (even humanitarian) and 
indusln . but to some extent our every day life. too. These are only some examples. 
We might cite for examples the requirements for new materials or for new technologies 
in connection with space research. 

4. H O W W E R E T H E Y B O R N ? 

Let us see now how the wonderful results of technical civilization were born which 
are responsible for (lie comforts and myriad possibilities of our present days. Isn't it 
true that in most cases this was made possible by basic research? By the endeavor and 
results of true science? Quito a number of examples could be recalled from the history 
of mankind. It might here be appropriate to mention a few for purposes of illustration. 
For instance, could the induction coils needed for the ignition of motor cars have been 
discovered by entrepreneurs who wanted to develop means of transport? Would they 
ever have come across the law of induction? In fact it was not during the execution of 
their task that the induction coil came to light; the laws of induction had in fact been 
discovered by Faraday many decades previously. 

It would have been futile to ponder over the possibility of discovering the transistor 
without being familiar with quantum mechanics, without knowing wave mechanics or 
the theory of electrons in solids. The inventors of the transistor were not only familiar 
with the theory of solids but also contributed to its elaboration. Did Becquerel strive 
in his research work to satisfy mankind's future energy requirements? Or did Rontgen 
intend to contribute to the tools of medicine? Becquerel and Rontgen were driven by 
their own scientific curiosity along the path which led to such important discoveries as 
X-rays, radioactivity and eventually to the advent of nuclear physics. 

Would there now be nuclear power stations if once a group of engineers had been 
given the task to look for new sources of energy? Would the search for new sources 
of energy ever have led to the discovery of atomic nuclei and nuclear fission? It did 
not happen in this way but there came the Curies, Rutherford, Fermi and a number 
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of others. Their purely basic research activities were the source of the notion that th 
atomic nucleus could be utilized for energy production. The process does not. work th 
other way round. 

Would electromagnetic waves have been discovered during the developmental wori 
to improve the efficiency of telecommunication? No, this discovery stemmed from basi 
research which could not have cared less about solutions to problems of telecommuni 
cation at the time the result was obtained. In fact, both the birth and the evolutioi 
of telecommunication are due to the discovery of electromagnetic waves by Hertz wh< 
always emphasized the beauty of physics and whose work relied on the theoretical con 
siderations and equations of Maxwell. 

Finally, let us see an example of somewhat different type. The discovery of Coper 
nicus that the Earth revolved around the Sun is an important milestone in the life о 
mankind. This revolutionary notion had no economic consequences, its social benefit 
in a wider sense could not be foreseen at that time, though later it was to change tb 
entire world because of its effect on human awareness. It had a fundamental role ii 
the overthrow of ecclesiastical rule and of the feudal system. 

It is hardly too far-fetched to conjecture that had there been a research counci 
in Europe (such as those of which there are now hundreds), say an applied researcl 
council discussing a programme for elaborating means of mass communication. It, i 
reasonable to think that such a council would not have thought Maxwell's theoretica 
work to be of importance, nor, probably, would it have supported Faraday's a i n l p s ; 
experiments. It is more likely that it would have instigated the building of giant tele 
scopes. It. is possible that Faraday, Maxwell and others would have been granted largf 
sums for the latter purpose while not getting anything for their original basic work 
their real scientific activity. As a consequence of this, wireless, television, etc. woulc 
have been invented only much later or not at all. 

5. D A N G E R O U S C O N F U S I O N 

The slogan that "Science becomes a force of production" is equivalent for a large 
part of society with science having to become as fast as possible a force of production. 
It should put forth its fruits, the earlier the better, if possible tomorrow or, prefer
ably, today. Impatience is healthy, our common desire can be understood, we should 
like to be freed from our worries and live a more human, civilized life. However, it is 
not science, mostly even not its immediate application but technical development and 
adaptation which plays the actual role in increasing the volume and the efficiency of 
production. For outsiders this may seem to be scientific activity. In fact it is a very 
important activity but it is not a scientific one. 

It is often hinted at officially by authorities and indications can be read in more or 
less official publications that some leaders in politics and economics have the feeling 
that scientists are "playing" and that science is out of step, it is falling behind the 
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demands of economy and of practice. A few years ago a minister voiced on Hungarian 
television that science should carry out research for that which is required by indus
try. It may be that there is some similar statements to science and not to technical 
development. It is possible that development, is out of step and lags at a given time in 
a given place. Science has no immediate task in connection with economic life. It is 
not a sin but the duty of a basic researcher to "play". It depends also on the particular 
field of science whether a practical problem is to be or can be seen to be involved in 
the "playing'' (for instance in medical, agricultural, technical, economical sciences), 
or whether for the time being this question does not even arise (for instance, particle 
physics, most domains of mathematics, astronomy, birth of the universe). The whole 
history of mankind and science shows that science considered in this way leads sooner 
or later to the desired discoveries and most of the abstract results of science sooner or 
later become of economic interest -- though perhaps only in the next millennia. 

Another aspect is that it is profitable to society if the scientist is also able to keep 
an eye on problems of practice. Thus, the path from scientific cognition to its practical 
application can perhaps be shortened. This possibility depends also on the character 
of the scientific topic in question. 

1 think it to be an erroneous policy which desires to directly orientate the progress 
of science with regard to required practical applications. It is a reasonable demand 
that technical development should be as efficient as possible, that it should try at the 
earliest opportunity to transfer scientific results into practice and thus quickly render 
science a i-ji\.e of production, but it is unrealistic and completely wrong to expect that 
science should contribute as soon as possible to the application of its results in tech
nical development and in production. Not only is it unrealistic but also futile. The 
progress of science has its own internal, objective, autonomous laws. The progress of 
science can be hastened only by helping science to thrive in general and by increasing 
the possibility of its blossoming. 

All this is not the aristocracy of science, it is not its confinement to some special 
ivory tower but simply an objective fact which is true whether we like it or not; it hap
pens to be such, independently of our awareness and wishes. The best thing, therefore, 
is to acknowledge this fact. On the other hand, development can become a productive 
force in the long run only if there is something that can be technically developed; that 
is, if science provides notions about nature, the world, and about society that in most 
cases sooner or later can be utilized. 

Is it possible to live without science, without basic research? It is! We can eat, 
we can clothe ourselves, we can do a lot of things without the scientific activity of 
humanity. We can do a lot of things — at least in a relatively short run and at a 
relatively low level. However, if we look at the far future, if we feel responsible for the 
future of mankind, if we want to improve our own and mankind's lot, basic research 
is indispensable because it is basic research which creates the attitude enabling one to 
face unexpected phenomena and to find new ways of tackling them. Although science 
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is the search for In i t l i . ii is al t h e s a m e t i m e a po ten t i a l ruler of the forces of n a t u r e 
and of society. 1 he i m p o r t a n c e of basic research is at present of pa r t i cu la r interest 
when society lias to face several urgent p rob lems . T h e r e is л (not yet d i s a p p e a r e d ) 
risk of nuclear war. we have to deal with ove rpopu la t i on , m a n y count r i es suffer from 
famine, social and racial a n t a g o n i s m are showing an upward t r e n d , by - p r o d u c t s and 
spin-offs from ever more ex tens ive indus t r i a l i za t ion t h r e a t e n I he n a t u r a l cnv i ronmenl 
of man will) d e s t r u c t i o n . Can we afford it now. when fa< iug these p rob lems , to d i spense 
« i t h basic research which p romises in t h e long run t o line! a solut ion lo these prob
lems? The real izat ion ol th is ins t iga tes p ro t agon i s t s of de-'-cloped count r i es to inc lease 
(lie suppor t for basic research an a p p a r e n t l y paradoxica l policy at л l ime of recession. 

6. W H A T IS T H E C O S T OF SCIENCE? 

In t h e foregoing, t h e i t umed ia l e economic arid social benefits of science have been 
considered: thus , at a lion p red ic t ab le t ime and for an iinsi ecilied field, assets worth 
billions will be indeb ted t o science, bet us now see t h e indirect conseeiue-nce-s of science 
which are never theless indispensable to society. 

Science is a part of universal h u m a n cu l t u r e . Il has many links, for ins tance , with 
a r t . T i e pu re joy fell upon t h e solut ion of scientific p rob lems is very close to that 
felt upon t he compos i t ion of a piece of music . Л well formula ted scientific theory h:i> 
in te l lec tual beauty , h x p e r i m e n t s . too . are aesthet ic ally beaut i ful . Scientific research 
resembles In some ways compos ing music , « r i l i n g p o e m s or pa in t ing . The scientist , 
t oo . is guided by an intr insic dr ive to self e x p r e s s i o n . T h e i m m e n s e energe t ic acceleia 
tors h idden u n d e r g r o u n d , several t ens of of k i lometers in d i a m e t e r , can be regarded as 
m o n u m e n t s s imilar to t h e p y r a m i d s and c a t h e d r a l s of earlier t imes . 

My a im has been t o m a k e it obvious tha t science is i m p o r t a n t in h u m a n cu l tu re 
and that wi thout sc ience cu l tu ra l life is as imposs ib le as it is wi thout a r t . However, 
t h e r e is an essent ia l difference: art mirrly requires creative- a r t i s t s , a s t imu la t i ng at 
m o s p h e r e and a relat ively small financial con t r i bu t i on from society whereas, advanced 
expe r imen ta l research is eno rmous ly costly. For л . s t ance , t h e bui ld ing of a giant par t i 
cle acce lera tor a m o u n t s l o tens: of billions of dol la rs , i ts energy c o n s u m p t i o n eq ials tha t 
of a large city. I 'hus. in connec t ion with basic research , t hough its cu l tu ra l i m p o r t a n c e 
is: a d m i t t e d , society often poses t h e quest ion w n e t h e r it is c a p a b l e of c o m m i t t i n g such 
a large a m o u n t to th i s "non-p roduc t ive 1 ' ac t iv i ty . 

A r e m a r k a b l e "by-produc t 1 " of scientific research is i ts i r i tern„cional ism. T h e Ian 
guage of science is un iversa l , an international l anguage . It is no wonder that scient is ts 
be long to t h e vanguard of in te rna t iona l good-wil l . T h e r e is no independen t un ique 
scientific resul t : each of t h e m fits in like a brick in a un ique s t r u c t u r e buil t by ihe-
in t e rna t iona l scientific c o m m u n i t y over m a n y genera t ions . Scic ce is not confined 
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or only to a very limited extent and under special conditions - to national boundaries. 
Results of truly scientific basic research are published and destined for wide dissem
ination (this is generally not the case with technical results not to speak of military 
techniques). Scientists of various nationalities want to know one another to keep in 
touch and to exchange information about their work and their results. We can see 
the increasing expansion of this tendency; nowadays there is hardly a week without 
some international scientific meeting. These international meetings and conferences 
offer much more than reports on a given topic and the opportunity for specialists to 
get to know one another. It is also of political importance and an effective means for 
the preservation of peace. It is even more so if not only just meetings but common 
efforts, joint work, cooperation are involved. And this is now more than ever the case. 
There are many branches in up to-date science which require joint efforts, since many 

experimental setups could not otherwise be implemented and built without interna
tional cooperation. (It has been already suggested that the entire world should join 
in building a common giant particle accelerator for accelerating particles to not-yet-
experienced high energies which would permit the particles to be used for studying the 
properties of the subatomic world, and that an extremely large laboratory should be 
built by international cooperation for the investigation of thermonuclear fusion). 

Let ns now see what society does actually spend for modern science. The answer 
:s surprising: modern industrial science, spends yearly about the value of its daily pro
duction on scientific restart!:. Nowadays we work for one day each year to cover the 
costs of science, the total upindilurc for basic research from Archimedes onwards to 
date is not 711011 than the value often days' industrial production. Up-to-date scientific 
research is by no means inexpensive; it costs society a great deal. But this expense is 
a relative matter and in actual fact it is not really much (especially compared with 
military expenditure). 

7. A N D IN SMALL A N D N O T RICH C O U N T R I E S ? 

It is a frequent argument that all this can be true but only in the case of de
veloped, rich, large countries. According to the protagonists of this conception, the 
small countries should adopt the basic research results obtained in the big ones. It 
would be even simpler and more convenient to adopt the results of technical develop
ment, for instance, in the form of licenses. There are, in fact, several ways, different 
from those usual in big countries, which might render the economy of a small country 
more efficient, and the purchase of licenses could be one of them. Moreover, it must 
be admitted that a small country can not involve itself in all branches of basic research. 

However, it is impossible to import knowledge without also "producing" knowledge. 
No small country can subsist if all its scientific information and knowledge are imported. 
figuratively, there is a fictive "bank" in which the scientific cognition of humanity is 
being stored but only those can take something out of the bank who can put something 
in. Not to 1 lion that the introduction and adaptation of a technological procedure 
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already developed in other parts of the world but not yet applied in a given country 
will be really successful only if in addition to the accessibility of technical background 
the scientific know-how is also locally available. 

This question has another aspect as well. viz. the brain drain. Just the most tal 
ented students and a large number of researchers are attracted by a quasi-magnetic 
force to basic research and it is to be feared that they will seek suitable conditions 
abroad if they do not find them at home. The possible departure of the most gifted 
individuals adversely affects not only the scientific and cultural but also the economic 
potential of a country and it further increases the already existing difference in the 
developmental status of countries. 

Passing on to facts, as an example for illustration, Hungary spends, according to 
official statistics, about 3 per cent of its national income on R&D. If we want to com
pare this figure with similar data of other countries, two points have to be taken into 
account. First, in Western countries the allocations are calculated as a percentage of 
gross national product which is about 30 per cent more than the national income. Sec
ond, it is not sufficient to consider only the percentage since the absolute value of the 
amount allocated to R&D is also of paramount importance. Obviously there exists a 
critical amount below which up-to-date research ceases to be efficient or it is not worth 
while to continue it. 

Hungary spends about 12 per cent of the amount allocated to R&D on actual sci
entific research: that is, not 3 per cent but a maximum of 0.3 per cent of the national 
income. It is misleading to confuse amounts appropriated for R&D with those destined 
for science. (This even dwarfs the problem that statistics might not distinguish pure 
basic research from a research activity which is qualified as scientific by an industrial 
company but not so by competent scientists. Thus, the situation is probably even 
worse). It is decreasing by time partly because oi the inflation and partly even in nom
inal value. This reflects a mistaken policy: an avidity to quickly solve our present really 
burning problems which it seems — deprives our authorities and part of the public 
from a more perspective view, the consideration of future and more important interests. 

It is obvious that in the present penurious times of recession little is left for mat
ters which should get more and, unfortunately, it seems, that the science of the late 
socialist countries is among the sufferers. However, the responsibility for the future of 
a given society requires that it should not stride over the limit past which the dam
age beccnes irreversible. If this were to happen, it would mean that by the time the 
economic conditions of a country have improved and more will be left for science this 
additional amount would not be sufficient to restore what we have lost now: it would 
be impossible to repair the irreparable. Resumption would demand great sacrifices in 
money, people, experience; the country would be hopelessly confined to the periphery. 
Often it is not the engagement in scientific research but the staying out of it which 
eventually costs more. 
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Whereas 1 sensitively react to the confusion of certain concepts, I envisage that if 
science is brought to ruin, a time will come when there won't be anything to apply, 
there won't be anything to develop technically. If now there is no science, there won't 
be any technology tomorrow, and there won't be any application the day after tomor
row. 

'Пи n arf типу things which ran be more, urgent than science but probably none 
шоп important. 

Received by Publishing Department 
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К и ш Д . 92-169 
Что есть наука? (Некоторые проблемы финансирования науки 
в маленьких и небогатых странах/ 

Описываются некоторые характерные черты науки (имеются в виду 
фундаментальные исследования) в сравнении с деятельностью, имеющей 
целью прикладные исследования и техническое развитие. Смешение этих 
понятий может разрушить фундаментальные исследования, особенно в 
маленьких и небогатых странах. Фундаментальные исследования не име
ют определенного " конечного п р о д у к т а " ; их конечным п р о д у к т о м явля
ется знание. " И г р а " — это не грех, а обязанность ученого, занимающегося 
фундаментальными исследованиями. Все замечательные достижения 
технической цивилизации появились к а к результат этой " и г р ы " . Еже
годно на научные исследования расходуется не больше средств, чем стоит 
один день производства продукции в современной индустрии. Ни одна из 
маленьких стран не сможет существовать, если вся ее научная информа
ция и знание будут импортироваться. 

Есть много более срочных вещей, чем наука , но, возможно, нет 
более важных. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерны* исследований Дубна 1992 

KissD. 92-169 
What is Science? (Some Problems in Financing Science in Small 
and not Rich Countries) 

Some characteristic features of real science (i.e. fundamental or basic rese
arch), as compared to act ivi ty aimed at applied research and technical deve
lopment are defined. The confusion o f these activities can corrupt fundamental 
science, especially in small and not rich countries. Basic research has no defini
te "end-product " ; its end-product is new knowledge. I t is not a sin but the 
du ty o f a basic researcher to " p l a y " . The wonderfu l results of technical civi l i
zation were born as a result of this " p l ay " , i.e. basic research. Modern industry 
spends yearly about the value of its daily product ion on scientif ic research. 
No small country can subsist if all its scientific in format ion and knowledge are 
impor ted. 

There are many things which can be more urgent than science but probab
ly none more important . 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1992 
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